
































PALGRAVE PARISH COUNCIL - STATEMENT RE SUSTAINABILITY AND DEVELOPMENT IN PALGRAVE 

A summary of the history, present position and future actions being taken to address the above. 

1. Material Consideration - Lack of School Places

Key extracts from submission by Suffolk County Council dated 22"' February 2016 re: 
Planning Application 4195/15 for 21 Dwellings on Lion Road, Palgrave 
by Neil McManus BSc (Hons) MRICS, Development Contributions Manager, Strategic Development 

'Pa/grave CEVP is the catchment primary school. It is a popular school and, in order to minimise the 

need to travel and to encourage travel by healthy and sustainable modes, it is hoped that the children 

from this development (if permitted] would attend Po/grave School. 

'School forecasts produced by the County Council indicate that the school will not have spare capacity 

to accept these pupils. Furthermore, the school is on a constrained site, unable to expand. 

'Initial advice, prior to submission of this application was to suggest that it might not be advisable to 

grant planning permission on grounds of a lack bf school places. Given that the County Council 

recognises the need for new homes, different options have been explored for mitigating the impact of 

this development on the Primary School. With the agreement of the school, a project has been 

identified which will enable the school to manage the additional demand created by this 

development.' 

These proposals included an s106_contribution of £85,267 for 7 places to: 

• Refurbish an area of the nearby Community Centre so that school could extend the use of this
with Y6 pupils, teaching them off-site to create more space in the school. [It was confirmed that
it is not possible to extend the school, which is sited within a registered Village Green with public
highways on 2 sides and the Church to the south];

• Contribute towards a Multi-Use Games Area (MUGA) to provide enhanced outdoor facilities;
• Help fund provision of a minibus to make sharing facilities with other schools in the Tilian

Partnership easier.

The County Council was of the view that an increase in planned admissions was possible if funding 

is secured for these projects - funding has not been secured, as explained below. 

The timing of the determination of application 4195/15 was such that the implementation of the 
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) was imminent and so alternative methods were put forward for 
securing contributions. It is understood the Developer declined the proposed s106 contributions 
towards measures to increase school places and further sums to enhance play and accommodation 
facilities at the Community Centre and Playing Field by opting to pay CIL contributions instead. 

Furthermore the Tilian Partnership and the schools within it were granted Academy status effective 
from the 2016-17 school year, taking them out of Local Education Authority (LEA) control. This alone 
would result in any s106 contributions to the LEA being refunded to the Developer and hence no 
longer available to the Academy to deliver any of the mitigation proposals listed above. 

The school was already hiring a room at the Community Centre during the previous school year and 
is extending the hire period for 2016-17, since the school remains at capacity. This introduces issues 
regarding safeguarding and potential conflicts with other users of the Community Centre, 

An option to site two Portakabins adjacent to the Community Centre was examined but discounted 
on grounds of disproportionate cost. In any event it could have led to challenges about changing the 
use of land held in a charitable trust for the residents of Palgrave for recreational purposes. 

The availability of places for children of families moving into existing housing in Palgrave is uncertain 
and would be increasingly compromised by any further new housing developments. 

It must be also be taken into consideration that the outline planning permission for 5 dwellings on 
the former Pat Lewis garage site (2659/15), although approved earlier than the development at Lion 
Road, being for less than 10 dwellings was excluded from LEA assessment and any potential pupils 
arising from it would be in addition to the above, adding yet more demand in excess of supply. 
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The submission by Suffolk County Council concluded (underlining added for emphasis): 

'The Parish Council's concerns around the capacity and siting of the school are understood, but given 
funding constraints, it is not possible to commit to relocating the school. Longer term issues around 
the future growth of Pa/grave, and liow school places will be provided iffurther houses are to be 
allocated, need to be determined through the Mid Suffolk Local Plan and its assessment of a suitable 
level of growth for Pa/grave. The Countv Council is alreadv working with Mid Suffolk District Council 
on infrastructure considerations, to help the District arrive at 'preferred options' for growth.' 

The Pat Lewis garage site is an ideal location for a school, being on the main road and adjoining the 
Community Centre and Playing Field. The Parish Council is greatly disappointed that elected 
members and officers did not respond to the pleas for it to be reserved for a replacement school. 

Land Bids have recently been re-submitted in response to the District Council's call for sites of 
between 0.25 and 2 hectares. Since one of those includes land previously designated for a 
replacement school it is only right and proper that those sites be thoroughly assessed for potential 
Strategic Housing allocations before considering any speculative applications and so Development 
Control officers should clearly not be advising of their support for such speculative applications. 

Palgrave Parish Council will shortly, with others, be making an application for designation as a 
Neighbourhood Area preparatory to producing a Neighbourhood Plan that will take account of all of 
these and other factors adversely impacting on the sustainability of local infrastructure. 

On the basis of the above, each planning application for new housing, whether in outline or for full 

permission, should be fully and transparently quantified for the further impact on the capacity of 

the village school and assessed against the sustainability requirements in para. 7 of the NPPF. 

2. Material Consideration - Sub-standard Highway Network

Connectivity to the principal highway network (A143, A140 and A1066) attracts substantial through 
traffic of all types - including HGVs - seeking fast routes to and through Diss avoiding the congested 
A1066 (see 4. below). Only the north side of the east-west through route (Upper Rose Lane/Lion 
Road, the former A143) has a continuous footway; all other through routes are sub-standard in 
width, alignment and capacity and constricted between property boundaries, banks or high verges 
and without safe routes for pedestrians - as they Jack footways - or cyclists. 

Crossing Road is narrow and has a single-lane pinch point between the level crossing and the A143, 
most of Priory Road is single track road with passing places, whilst the 'rat run' across The Green and 
Denmark Hill' carries the greatest traffic flows but at least is subject to a 7.5T HGV restriction. 

The volumes and speed of traffic, especially during peak periods, make it very difficult for pedestrian 
traffic to cross roads safely, whilst the footpath link to Diss ('The Lows') - the only 'safe' route - is 
narrow and would benefit from improvements to segregate pedestrians and cyclists. 

3. Material Consideration - Lack of Community Outdoor Play, Activity and Exercise Facilities

The Parish Council has applied for planning permission (3409/16) to expand and enhance the existing 
play equipment and to add a MUGA. It was anticipated that funding for this would come from the 
proposed s106 agreement and a substantial sum was included for these projects but, with the 
Developer opting to pay CIL contributions, now the substantial funds required (c£77,000) will need to 
be raised locally and through grants. 

Unless and until funds are raised the provision of play, activity and exercise facilities in Palgrave 

will remain sub-standard. 

4. Material Consideration - Employment

The only employment within Palgrave, save for those working from home, at the school, self
employed or in agriculture, is at the Forge Business Centre, which in itself is also a traffic generator. 

There is no relation between residence and employment and theoretically the Business Centre could 
be located anywhere. The long-established car sales and servicing business closed in 2015. Those in 
employment or further education must travel to Diss or further afield, such as Norwich, Ipswich and 
Bury St Edmunds; some commute to London and even abroad. 
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5. Material Consideration - Lack of Services and Other Infrastructure in Diss

Palgrave, with Stuston and Thrandeston, are provisionally assigned to the 'Diss Cluster' for the 
purposes of the Babergh/Mid Suffolk Local Plan review. Since there are no services in Palgrave or the 
other two Parishes this implies that residents must rely on Diss (or in some' cases other service 
centres) for healthcare, shopping, transport connections (bus, coach and rail) and so on. 

Diss is designated for a minimum of 300 homes to 2026; a planning application for 136 homes has 

now been approved (January 2017). Further land is designated for development to the west off 

Stanley Road. 

Further development has taken place to the west of Diss at Tottington and Reydon. 

The approved 280 dwelling development at Eye (3563/15) will also generate additional road traffic 
through·stuston and Palgrave to Diss for shopping trips, access to rail transport and other services. 

The A1066 runs east-west through built-up southern Diss, passing supermarkets (3) and having 
variously a railway station, fire station, bus station, police station and numerous business and 
residences sited alongside it or only accessible from it. The route is congested for a substantial period 
each working day and carries.a lot of HGV traffic connected with agriculture and farming. Businesses 
suffer as staff have difficulty travelling to and from work efficiently, shoppers are frustrated by the 
close junctions and crossings, but there is no viable alternative route save for the 'rat-runs' through 
Palgrave. Air pollution may also be a problem around congestion hot-spots. 

There are two GP practices - Parish Fields and The Lawns - co-located at a medium-sized centre with 
some local Community Health services; Parish Fields is the larger of the two GP practices. The centre 
is not equipped to a reasonable present-day standard in that it has no facilities for x-rays, local 
surgery and suchlike, all patients being referred normally to the Norfolk and Norwich University 
Hospital, 20 miles away, while the out-of-hours medical service is now located 10 miles away in Long 
Stratton. A planned extension to the Centre and its facilities has not yet been approved for 
construction; the roadblock has been securing funding for it from the NHS. 

Recently those GP practices were reported to be at the point of closing their lists to new patients 

and a copy of the relevant press report was submitted to Development Control for reference. 

Diss Town Council has responded to several Mid Suffolk planning consultations, due to the negative 
impact of likely increases in demand for services and the increase in traffic, adding to the congestion. 

However Diss TC is still not yet consulted on planning applications that might impact the town, 

although it is understood that the Infrastructure Team is more active in cross-border consultation. 

6. Neighbourhood Plan

For all of the above reasons and because of the geography and socio-economic dependence of the 
surrounding Parishes on Diss, discussions have been held with a view to developing a concerted and 
co-ordinated approach to dealing with them. 

Applications will shortly be made to South Norfolk and Mid Suffolk planning authorities to designate 
a Neighbourhood Area comprising Diss and surrounding Parishes on both sides of the county 
boundary. Final confirmation is awaited of participation by Thrandeston and Stuston and possibly 
Brome. On the Norfolk side the Area would extend from Scole in th_e east to Roydon in the west. 

On designation of the Area, work will commence to develop the Draft Neighbourhood Plan for 
consultation and both South Norfolk and Mid Suffolk District Councils will be actively participating. 

With the Babergh/Mid Suffolk Local Plan still under development and with other housing 

development taking place within the locality - especially in Diss and Eye, coupled with the ongoing 

second stage assessment of strategic housing land including the smaller sites, surely it is exactly 

the wrong time to increase pressure on services, one of which - Palgrave school - is clearly unable 

to accommodate even the present demand? 
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PALGRAVE PARISH COUNCIL 

Outline Application 4010/16: Application for Outline Planning Permission - Erection of 5 dwellings 
and garages and construction of new vehicular access. Kyloe, Priory Road, Palgrave, IP22 lAJ 

SUPPLEMENTARY RESPONSE FOLLOWING FURTHER SUBMISSIONS REGARDING HIGHWAYS ACCESS 
AND OTHER RELATED MATTERS 

l. Sustainability

An updated version of the Parish Council's Sustainability Statement is also submitted, to replace 
earlier versions since this application was first submitted in September 2016. In particular it updates 
data relating to the present capacity and future demand on the Primary School before construction 
of any of the 27 dwellings for which planning permission has been granted since January 2016. 

For convenience the relevant paragraphs are repeated below: 

'Land Bids have recently been re-submitted in response to the District Council's call for sites of 

between 0.25 and 2 hectares. Since one of those includes land previously designated for a 

replacement school it is only right and proper that those sites be thoroughly assessed for potential 

Strategic Housing allocations before considering any speculative applications and so Development 

Control officers should clearly not be advising of their support for such speculative applications. 

'The planning authority granted permissions for 27 new dwellings since January 2016. In February 

2017 the school has 73 pupils on the roll; 3 on a waiting list and 10 siblings for admission for 2017-

18 school year. On that basis, each planning application for new housing, whether in outline or for 

full permission, must be fully and transparently quantified for the further impact on the capacity of 

the village school and assessed against the sustainability requirements in para. 7 of the NPPF.' 

The recently-published Housing White Paper [Fixing our broken housing market, Cm 9352] signals 
Government's intentions in this regard: 

'This will put communities back in charge of getting the attractive homes they want and need -for 

young professionals, older people, growing families, people on low incomes, people with disabilities 

and more. It will reduce speculative development, and support our vi/loges, towns and cities to 

develop in a way that preserves the unique character of their communities, and protects precious 

countryside.' 

2. Heritage and Landscape

The concerns expressed by the planning authority's Heritage Officer and supported by Suffolk 
Preservation Society regarding the impact on the neighbouring historic farmstead Pell Howell cannot 
be dismissed or trivialised. The only proper method of confirming that the impact will be negligible, 
as the Applicant's Agent suggests in response by showing only a view from the opposite side to the 
proposed development, is by requiring a detailed planning application. Only by this means can the 
real visual impact on the setting of Pell Howell and surrounding open land be assessed. 

3. Highways Matters

The Applicant's Agent has submitted a further plan for accommodating Highways requirements for 
visibility splays (sight lines) relating to a proposed new access to the site, to which Highways has 
responded by restating the requirements including the provision of a footway. 

The plan view submitted takes no account of the topography of the adjoining land. A site survey was 
carried out on 13

th February when the following critical measurements were obtained. 

Distance from carriageway edge to centre of hedge (i.e. main trunks, not allowing for any spread of 
branches) was 2.15m at the northern end of the site by the '30' speed limit sign reducing to 1.45m at 
the southern end of the site. Therefore there is not at any point the required 2.4m clearance from 
the_ edge of carriageway. 
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Height from carriageway edge to top of bank on which the hedge is sited was 1.45m at the northern 
end of the site by the '30' speed limit sign reducing to 1.2m at the southern end of the site with the 
bank continuing at the road edge southwards. Therefore there is also not at any point the required 
height cleara·nce of minimum of 1.0Sm required above the carriageway. 

The carriageway width is also sub-standard, varying between 3.65m by the speed limit sign, 3.2m 
near the location of the proposed access and 4.lm at the southern end of the site, with some very 
short local widening where passing places have been forced by traffic. The only paved passing place 
on this length of Priory Road is immediately south of the site. 

As to the footway and visibility splay, the concrete block wall that bounds the property 'Kyloe' is 
within O.Sm of the carriageway edge at the southern end, adjacent to the present field access, and 
there is no possibility whatsoever of further reducing the already substandard carriageway to provide 
for a footway. Furthermore there is a substantial hedge behind and overhanging it. 

Below is a general view northwards along Priory Road with the site on the right. The new fence post 
in the adjoining field has a vi.sible height of 1.2m whilst the height from carriageway to the underside 
of the '30' roundel in the distance is 1.45m. _The sharp blind bend at the top is also visible. 

As can also be seen the boundary hedge between the site and the adjoining farmland, in different 
ownership and subject to a life tenancy, reaches almost to the carriageway edge. If that hedge were 
not in the ownership of the applicant then it would be difficult to achieve the requisite visibility. Note 
that the netting fence is laid inside the field margin to protect the crop (herbs) from rabbits, etc. 

The following photographs illustrate first the height of the bank adjacent to the '30' speed limit sign, 
the underside of the sign roundel being 1.45m above the carriageway, and second the proximity of 
the concrete block wall to the carriageway, confirming that it is not possible to construct a footway 
without the owner of 'Kyloe' giving the requisite land, If that were to be considered then it would be 
appropriate to examine the need for creating an adequate visibility splay inside of the blind bend. 
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The normal expectation would be that Highways would seek to reserve land under the appropriate 
powers for potential future widening and in any case to ensure by a condition that any area within 
2.4m of the edge of the carriageway is kept clear of any obstructions, both horizontally and vertically. 
Achieving the latter is impossible without total removal of the existing hedge and bank and also by 
re-grading the land beyond, which is of course substantially higher than the carriageway. 

The substandard width of the carriageway in the vicinity of the proposed point of access should 
require local widening to accommodate the turning circles of larger vehicles, up to 7 .ST, which are 
used for domestic deliveries of certain goods. 

Properly constructed and adequate passing places should in any event be required either side of the 
proposed access to provide for a vehicle leaving the site at about the same time as another vehicle 
emerges around either bend to north or south. This is especially important to the north as it would 
compromise road safety if a vehicle were to be forced to reverse towards the blind bend, 

All of which of course would require the total removal of the existing field hedge, for which further 
specific permission would be required and the additional impact on the local ecology to be assessed. 

Traffic Counts - it is noted that traffic counters have been placed at either end of the site. School half
term commenced with the end of the school day on Friday 10'" February for the ensuing week and so 
the data obtained during that period will not be representative of traffic patterns during school time. 

4. Third Party Rights

There is a suggestion that a legal right of access may have been granted.the owner of Pell Howell to 
access a similar area of land to the rear by crossing the site. If this proves to be the case then the 
accommodation of such rights needs to be clearly shown in detail, another substantiation of the 
need for a detailed application. 

5. SUMMARY

Planning permissions for 27 new dwellings in the village have already been granted since January 
2016 and there are areas of land accessible from the main road already the subject of land bids. 

The school is full and already future spaces are taken up. Th.e Diss area, including Palgrave, is subject 
to ongoing growth that is proving unsustainable in respect of essential healthcare provision, schools 
and the capacity of the road network. 

Speculative developments on the edge of villages will be discouraged. Palgrave needs more rental 
and low-cost housing close to village amenities, accessible by footways and serviced by all utilities. 

The Lion Road/Priory Road crossroads, close to the school, is already over-used by rat-running traffic. 
Highways (Central Area) accept that pedestrian safety is compromised and is examining ways to 
address it. Consequently any additional traffic from side roads, especially HGVs, is to be discouraged. 

The only way to assess impact on the landscape and especially on Pell Howell is by way of a detailed 
layout of the development including house designs and their juxtaposition. It is essential that proper 
provision can be shown to be made for vehicles, including larger delivery vehicles, with adequate 
space provided to turn around so that they can emerge in forward gear. Sufficient additional parking 
provision would be required as parking on the highway clearly could not be allowed. 

Highways visibility requirements, regardless of the actual dimensions, cannot possibly be achieved 
without destruction of the entire length of hedging and removal of the banking. Further works and 
provision for future widening and in the interim more passing place would be required. There is no 
spare width to accommodate a pedestrian footway around the boundary of Kyloe itself. 

Granting outline permission and then finding that the development cannot satisfy all necessary 
conditions or mitigations is not the proper way to proceed. 

For all of the above reasons Palgrave Parish Council strongly OBJECTS to the application. 
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Your Ref: MS/4010/16 
Our Ref: 570\CON\1295117 
Date: 27/04/2017 
Highways Enquiries to: kyle.porter@suffolk.gov.uk 

All planning enquiries should be sent to the Local Planning Authority. 
Email: planningadmin@baberghmidsuffolk.gov.uk 

The Planning Officer 
Mid Suffolk District Council 
Council Offices 
131 High Street 
Ipswich 
Suffolk 
IP6 8DL 

For the Attention of: Alex Scott 

Dear Alex 

msuffolk 
� County Council 

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990 • CONSULTATION RETURN MS/4010/16 

PROPOSAL: 

LOCATION: 

Application for Outline Planning Permission - Erection of 5 no. dwellings 

and garages and construction of new vehicular access. 

Kyloe, Priory Road, Palgrave, Suffolk 

Suffolk County Council's previous response, recommending refusal, is now no longer valid due to the 
additional information provided by the applicant in the form of 851h%ile speeds in conjunction with visibility 
splay° submissions. The proposed visibility splays on Drawing No. 918-C correlate with the 851h%ile 
speeds in each direction therefore, the intensification of use that the development would create can be 
facilitated without a detrimental impact on highway safety. 

Therefore, notice is hereby given that the County Council as Highway Authority recommends that any 
permission which that Planning Authority may give should include the conditions shown below: 

1 V 1 
Condition: Before the access is first used visibility splays shall be provided as shown on Drawing No. Drg 
918-C and thereafter retained in the specified form. Notwithstanding the provisions of Part 2 Class A of
the Town & Country Planning (General Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any Order revoking and

Endeavour House, 8 Russell Road, Ipswich, Suffolk IP1 2BX 
www.suffolk.gov.uk 








